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Marine transport
essential, but ferry
future is uncertain
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Bert Stedman’s great
grandfather steamed up the Inside
Passage to Juneau in 1902. Nearly 120
years later, Stedman is working to
make sure the region’s communities
continue to have regular water transportation. He made his living on the water as a commercial fisher
many years; today Stedman owns an investment management
firm in Sitka where he grew up. In the State Senate since 2003, he
is known for his expertise in energy, taxation, public finance and
the state budget.
In January, Stedman was appointed by the governor to the
nine-member Alaska Marine Highway Re-Shaping Task Force; it
is to complete its recommendations this week. The group used
several recent studies of the ferry system to develop its proposals.
Several times over the summer, members of the task force have
said the $24 million budget offered by the current administration
is insufficient, nor can any routes in the the system ever be profitmaking for a private entity. The system serves 33 communities
along 3,000 miles of coastline, from Bellingham to the Aleutians.
A key recommendation appears to be establishing a structure that
gives the system greater autonomy from the executive branch,
inasmuch as political shifts have contributed to inefficiencies and
a lack of continuity. The task force came to consensus this month
that if the state divested, the system would end.
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